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" having said " in Indo-Aryan, to mark the subordination
of propositions, is not to be invoked here ; because it is not
only in use in Marathi and Singhalese, languages in
contact with Dravidian, but also in Nepalese and Bengali
and at least in one language of the Tibeto-Burman group,
the Bodo (Langue Marathe, p. 27£ and Errata).
One is, therefore, ultimately led to search for the
Dravidian elements of Sanskrit only in the vocabulary.
But the history of vocabulary is absolutely different from
phonetic or grammatical evolution, and the loan of words
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is essentially different from the facts^efcji substratum.
The facts of a substratum result from the unconscious
blending of two systems existing amongst the same
people; the loan results from a willing effort to add
elements taken from outside to the mass of the voca-
bulary, The loan proves the contact of the two languages
and not the _ substitution of the one by the other. On
the other hand it is often difficult to recognise in what
sense the borrowing is made between two given languages
and to make sure that it has not been made by each of the
two languages from a third one, known or unknown.
Lastly, where it becomes clear that Aryan is
the borrower, it is necessary to determine from what
group of Dravidian the loan has been taken and
.also to draw from it information for the history of
Dravidian itself. There is no question of undertaking
that work here, which is still impossible, but *e only
want to point out by some examples, the interest and
the present aspect of the question.
The Vedic (and Indo-European) name for horse, afva,
is no longer represented to-day in Indo-Aryan except on
the confines of the Iranian world where the corresponding
word is still living (Grierson, Piaaca Language, p. 78,

